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A B S T R A C T

Spatial repellent (SR) products are envisioned to complement existing vector control methods through the
continual release of volatile active ingredients (AI) providing: (i) protection against day-time and early-evening
biting; (ii) protection in enclosed/semi-enclosed and peri-domestic spaces; (iii) various formulations to fit
context-specific applications; and (iv) increased coverage over traditional control methods. SR product AIs also
have demonstrated effect against insecticide-resistant vectors linked to malaria and Aedes-borne virus (ABV)
transmission. Over the past two decades, key stakeholders, including World Health Organization (WHO) repre-
sentatives, have met to discuss the role of SRs in reducing arthropod-borne diseases based on existing evidence. A
key focus has been to establish a critical development path for SRs, including scientific, regulatory and social
parameters that would constitute an outline for a SR target product profile, i.e. optimum product characteristics.
The principal gap is the lack of epidemiological data demonstrating SR public health impact across a range of
different ecological and epidemiological settings, to inform a WHO policy recommendation. Here we describe in
brief trials that are designed to fulfill evidence needs for WHO assessment and initial projections of SR cost-
effectiveness against malaria and dengue.
1. Introduction

1.1. Context

In 2020, an estimated 241 million cases of malaria occurred world-
wide (WHO, 2021). The global malaria deaths reached 627,000, an in-
crease of 12% compared with 2019. Although malaria case incidence has
fallen globally since 2010, the rate of decline in some regions has recently
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stalled or reversed (WHO, 2021). Mortality rates followed a similar
pattern. Vector control has played a critical role in the global malaria
response, including indoor residual spraying (IRS), and mass
insecticide-treated net (ITN) distribution (D’Acremont et al., 2010;
OʼMeara et al., 2010; Bhatt et al., 2015). However, residual transmission
remains where these approaches are ineffective for daytime, early eve-
ning, or outdoor biting mosquitoes and in conditions where their use is
sub-optimal or infeasible or where mosquitoes have developed resistance
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to available insecticides (WHO, 2021).
Aedes aegypti, a day-biting mosquito, is a primary vector for Aedes-

borne viruses (ABVs) including dengue, chikungunya, Zika, and urban
yellow fever. ABVs can cause explosive epidemics, where high disease
incidence and public fear combine to overwhelm health systems (Wil-
der-Smith et al., 2017). Dengue is the world’s most important human
arthropod-borne viral infection worldwide (Brady et al., 2012; Bhatt
et al., 2013) threatening almost 4 billion people in 128 countries with 5.2
million dengue cases reported to WHO in 2019. ABV control has tradi-
tionally focused on larval source reduction (including larvicides) and
predominantly outdoor and limited indoor thermal/ULV space sprays,
the latter restricted to public health emergencies. But, these methods
require strict technical controls and access to households (Ritchie et al.,
2021). Control of immature stages of Ae. aegypti is difficult to achieve due
to its close adaptation to humans, especially in urban environments;
broad distribution of eggs across a variety of artificial containers;
desiccation resistant eggs; and constraints on intervention coverage that
are often associated with inadequate resources. For these reasons, there is
increasing recognition that ABV vector control programmes focused
solely on larviciding and lacking indoor adulticiding interventions are
insufficient for suppression of Aedes-borne diseases (Morrison et al.,
2008; Achee et al., 2015).

New vector-control tools are thus essential to achieving current ma-
laria eradication and ABV control goals. The World Health Organiza-
tion’s (WHO’s) 2017 Global Vector Control Response framework (GVCR)
(WHO/UNICEF, 2017) supports research to develop such tools, including
spatial repellents (SRs). With the potential to deter or kill anopheline and
aedine mosquitoes, SR products could represent an integrated disease
control approach, simultaneously addressing malaria and ABVs.

1.2. Spatial repellent intervention class

WHO defines an intervention class in vector control as a group of
products that share a common entomological effect by which it reduces
pathogen transmission and thus reduces infection and/or disease in
humans (WHO, 2020). Products in the SR intervention class are designed
to release volatile chemicals that disperse in air and can be placed inside
or around houses (Supplementary file S1). Currently, all SR products are
pyrethroid-based but with a mode of action not intended just to kill. The
volatile chemicals introduced into the air repel mosquitoes from entering
the treated space, and/or disrupt their ability to detect or bite humans,
and may impact their survival and reproductive behavior (Achee et al.,
2012; WHO, 2013b). There are thousands of registered SR products
already in the market, which are adopted and used by consumers to
primarily prevent nuisance biting. These range from relatively simple
inexpensive mosquito coils to more sophisticated higher-priced liquid
vaporizers. However, due to insufficient evidence to support public
health value (demonstrated impact on reduced clinical burden and/or
fewer infections; WHO, 2022), WHO has not recommended any SR for
public-sector use.

Temporary shelters where ITNs or IRS for malaria control would be
impractical represent one potential public-sector application of SRs. SRs
may also overcome a key limitation of ABV control in urban areas: the
need for daytime access to homes. Since SRs employ a different mecha-
nism of action for eliciting vector behavior effects (non-contact deter-
rence) than ITNs or IRS (contact-based mortality), they may also reduce
the selection pressure that leads to insecticide resistance (Norris& Coats,
2017). SR pyrethroid AIs have demonstrated entomological efficacy
against insecticide-resistant malaria and ABV mosquito vector species
(Horstmann & Sonneck, 2016); however, this does not mean pyrethroid
SRs are not affected by other resistance mechanisms, including Vgsc
mutations (Nolden et al., 2021). Whether they act differently to reduce
selection pressure is debatable and likely to depend on the resistance
mechanisms present in the target insects.
2

1.3. Contribution to generating evidence for global policy recommendation

A WHO policy recommendation for a new vector control product
must be based on rigorous evidence of public health value to ensure the
intervention class represents efficacious and cost-effective beneficial
tools. With this in mind, outputs from large-scale clinical trials are
required to be linked to data on impact, feasibility and safety
(WHO/UNICEF, 2017). Among ongoing laboratory, semi-field and
small-scale spatial repellent studies from a broad range of academic,
industry, and governmental stakeholders, a recently launched
multi-country programme, Advancing Evidence for Global Implementa-
tion of Spatial Repellents (AEGIS), will contribute evidence regarding SR
products for inclusion of SRs into public health programmes. The AEGIS
programme was designed as a framework to generate data in support of a
VCAG (Vector Control Advisory Group) endorsement for policy recom-
mendation by WHO for SRs as a complement to existing vector control
strategies (Fig. 1). AEGIS comprises three cluster-randomized, controlled
trials (cRCTs) and one operational research (OR) study. All cRCTs will
integrate epidemiological and entomological measures (WHO, 2013a).

The malaria cRCTs are designed to evaluate the added benefit of SR
protection against new human malaria infections in areas with high ITN
coverage. The first malaria cRCT in Kenya will quantify protective ef-
ficacy in an East Africa setting with pyrethroid resistant malaria vectors
and will quantify community/diversion effect to unprotected hosts
(Ochomo et al., 2022). The second malaria cRCT in Mali is designed to
measure SR protective efficacy in a West African setting with
insecticide-resistant vector populations (Van Hulle et al., 2022). The
ABV cRCT will be conducted in Sri Lanka and is designed to evaluate SR
protective efficacy against human ABV infections, primarily dengue, and
community effect in an Asian setting (AEGIS, 2022). The OR study is
stage-gated (commencement based on positive Kenya cRCT interim re-
sults), planned to be conducted in Uganda and designed to evaluate SR
effectiveness against malaria infections in rural African environments
linked to displaced persons where challenges exist for effective deploy-
ment of ITNs and/or IRS. The basis of the OR study is to assess the
feasibility of SR interventions to identify challenges in deployment
at-scale for malaria control. Key outputs will include (i) quantifying the
effectiveness and equivalence of impact through different distribution
channels for donor market introduction and (ii) the development of WHO
guidelines for operational implementation to support country-level
adoption. Issues of implementation cost will be explored by evaluating
efficacy in relation to coverage using varied intervention delivery sys-
tems (voucher, community health workers).

Social science endpoints will be gathered alongside the trials to better
understand factors at the individual, household, community, and na-
tional levels that could influence the success of SRs. This includes
capturing perceptions of the SR product and its performance over time,
measuring activity patterns and time spent under the protection of the SR
product, documenting availability and use of other mosquito control
products, identifying opportunities to optimize distribution pathways,
and developing key social and behavior change considerations.

The project will also measure cost of intervention implementation in
relation to manufacturing, efficacy and coverage to model projections of
SR cost-effectiveness to incentivize procurers. A key indicator for esti-
mating public health impact will be additional infections averted and
lives saved; while a key indicator for estimating economic impact will be
treatment costs avoided and projected cost per person protected. The
AEGIS project has calculated initial projected public health and economic
impact of SRs for malaria and dengue based on available human case and
vector control intervention costing data presented below. These pro-
jections will be improved through new data such as these generated by
the AEGIS trials. Fig. 2 outlines key upcoming opportunities for SR global
policy advancement.



Fig. 1. Overview of spatial repellent data gaps, evidence generation, outcome and goal. 1 Indonesia and Peru trials completed, sponsored by the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation; Kenya, Mali, Sri Lanka trials underway sponsored by Unitaid.

Fig. 2. Key upcoming opportunities for spatial repellent (SR) global policy advancement.
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2. Modeling details

2.1. Projections of spatial repellent public health impact: Malaria

The goal of this analysis was to make projections of the potential
public health impact of SRs with a given set of characteristics deployed
for malaria prevention in Africa. We consider two potential SR coverage
levels while accounting for the existence of other interventions including
long-lasting insecticide nets (LLINs) and indoor residual spraying (IRS).
In addition, we considered low and high estimates for the effectiveness of
SR impacts based on existing estimates of SR impacts on mosquito
behavior and mortality. Epidemiological dynamics were modeled using
the Vector Control Optimization Model (VCOM) (Kiware et al., 2017).
Using estimates regarding the impact of SRs, LLINs, and IRS on the
ecology of the three main malaria vector species in sub-Saharan Africa
(Anopheles gambiae, An. funestus and An. arabiensis), we calculated the
expected global reduction in malaria cases and deaths based on detailed
maps of the baseline annual incidence in 2015 from the Malaria Atlas
Project (MAP). Results from Africa were then extrapolated globally based
on recent estimates of the global malaria burden.

The epidemiological model is based around a set of differential
equations that describe human infection through a simplistic susceptible-
3

infectious-susceptible model structure, which leads to an equilibrium
prevalence of infection in humans. Vector population dynamics are
represented by equations that account for sequential events in the mos-
quito life-cycle: sequential blood-feeding, resting, sugar-feeding, ovipo-
sition site-seeking, emergence, mating, sugar-feeding, host-seeking, and
encounters with humans indoors and outdoors and with livestock.
Importantly, the model features baseline parameterizations that mimic
the distinct behavior and ecology of the three dominant vector species in
sub-Saharan Africa: An. gambiae, An. funestus, and An. arabiensis.

Different vector control interventions affect different aspects of vector
population dynamics and malaria transmission in VCOM. Indoor spatial
repellents (classified as housing modifications in VCOM) can reduce
malaria transmission by (i) repelling a portion of blood-seeking Anopheles
before they enter a treated dwelling, (ii) increasing the mosquito mor-
tality rate in treated dwellings, and (iii) reducing the probability of a
successful feeding among the surviving mosquitoes. The exact impacts of
SRs on these different components of the malaria transmission are not yet
known, and will be species-specific. To address this uncertainty, we
modeled the impact of SRs using two sets of estimates: a low-
effectiveness scenario with parameter values derived from several field
trials of different SR products, and a high-effectiveness scenario that used
the default parameter values for SRs in the VCOM model. The default
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VCOM parameter values assumed that indoor SRs would be as effective at
reducing successful feeding of surviving mosquitoes as LLINs, hence they
likely represent an upper bound on the potential impact of SRs on certain
components of the transmission cycle.

First, SRs are assumed to repel a certain proportion of blood-seeking
mosquitoes, lengthening the gonotrophic cycle and lowering the egg-
laying rate. In field trials in Belize, transfluthrin cloth strips repelled
64.5% of Anopheles mosquitoes before entering experimental huts
(Wagman et al., 2015). VCOM also includes parameters for increased
mosquito mortality in dwellings with spatial repellents and decreased
blood-feeding success in the presence of spatial repellents. We assumed
that mosquito mortality prior to feeding in dwellings with spatial re-
pellents was 38% (ten Bosch et al., 2018a). The probability that a mos-
quito would successfully feed in the presence of spatial repellents was
35%, based on experimental estimates for An. gambiae in the presence of
transfluthrin coils (Ogoma et al., 2014). These parameter estimates are
preliminary and in some cases are extrapolated from different products
(SR coils vs longer-lasting SR sheets) and different Anopheles species. To
examine how changes to these parameter estimates would affect our
impact assessment, we also simulated the impact of spatial repellents
using the default VCOM values for mosquito mortality and successful
feeding in the presence of indoor spatial repellents. These values are less
conservative than the literature-derived estimates and provide an upper
bound on the impact assessment. The default probability of mortality in
the presence of indoor spatial repellents is 41% for An. gambiae and An.
funestus, and 13% for An. arabiensis. The default feeding success rate was
3% for An. gambiae and An. funestus, and 39% for An. arabiensis. The
VCOM model also includes the potential effects from outdoor use of
spatial repellents, but we assume that there will be no outdoor use in our
impact assessment.

For a given parameterization, we simulated the model under default
settings and extracted the entomological inoculation rate (EIR) at the end
of the simulation as the primary output of interest. Under two different
scenarios A and B, this yielded two different quantities: EIRA and EIRB.
The ratio of these quantities is equal to the ratio of forces of infection,
enabling a projection of incidence under scenario B based on incidence
under scenario A and the ratio of EIRs under these scenarios, which is
defined mathematically as

IncidenceB
Population

¼ 1�
�
1� IncidenceA

Population

�EIRB
EIRA

We obtained estimates of baseline annual incidence in 2015 from the
Malaria Atlas Project (MAP; http://map.ox.ac.uk). Substituting location-
specific values of annual incidence from MAP for IncidenceA and taking
the ratio of EIRs under a given scenario, we used this equation to obtain
an estimate of location-specific annual incidence in response to in-
terventions that differ from baseline.

To account for variability in the ratio of EIRs due to differences in
vector ecology, we computed the ratio of EIRs under parameterizations
tailored to each of the three aforementioned vector species. We then
computed the overall location-specific ratio of EIRs as the sum of the
three species-specific EIRs weighted by the relative abundance of the
three species at a location, as estimated by Sinka et al. (2016).

VCOM takes in a number of arguments to result in a projection of EIR
following intervention, including the EIR in the absence of any inter-
vention and the coverages of all interventions deployed in a given area.
Because MAP-derived estimates of EIR incorporate effects of in-
terventions, we had to back-calculate estimates of EIR in the absence of
any intervention before we could project EIR under scenarios including
SR. To do so, we first used VCOM to calculate EIR under intervention
given (i) EIR in the absence of intervention ranging 1–1000, (ii) LLIN
coverage ranging 0–100%, and (iii) IRS coverage ranging 0–80%. Next,
for each 5 km � 5 km grid cell, we looked up the value of EIR in the
absence of any intervention that corresponded with values of EIR under
intervention, LLIN coverage, and IRS coverage for that grid cell according
4

to MAP estimates. Then, we used VCOM to calculate EIR in each grid cell
under assumed coverages of LLIN, IRS, and SR.

A spatial layer for EIR under baseline intervention coverages was only
available for 2010, whereas our analysis involved use of more recent
estimates for other variables from 2015. Thus, we derived estimates of
EIR under baseline intervention coverages during 2015 based on esti-
mates of incidence during 2015. To do so, we used EIR and incidence
layers from 2010 to estimate site-specific scalars C that relate EIR and
incidence according to the relationship,

Incidence
Population

¼ 1� e�C�EIR

These scalars reflect the product of (i) the probability that a blood
meal by an infectious mosquito on a susceptible human results in infec-
tion of the human, and (ii) the proportion of parasite inoculations that
result in clinically apparent infections. This yields a solution

C2010 ¼ � 1
EIR2010

ln
�
1� Incidence2010

Population2010

�

of C in terms of EIR and incidence. We then applied the relationship

EIR2015 ¼ � 1
C2010

ln
�
1� Incidence2015

Population2015

�

to yield an estimate of EIR for 2015.
SR impact projections were estimated for a five-year period from

2024 to 2028. We assume that EIR in the absence of any interventions in
those years is equal to our estimate of EIR in the absence of any in-
terventions from 2015. Projections of incidence and deaths in those years
depend on assumptions about coverages of LLINs, IRS, and SR. With re-
gard to LLIN and IRS coverage, we assume that they remain at 2015 levels
over the duration of our projections. This amounts to a spatial average of
47.5% LLIN coverage and 7.5% IRS coverage in areas at risk for malaria.
With regard to SR coverage, we consider the following scenarios:

1. Equivalent to slow phase of LLIN rollout (2001–2005). This relatively
conservative scenario assumes that rollout of SRs in each of the pro-
jected years 2024–2028 will proceed according to the same annual
increases in household coverage as LLIN rollout in 2001–2005 start-
ing with coverage at 0.4% in 2024. By 2028, this would result in
approximately 5% household coverage on average.

2. Equivalent to fast phase of LLIN rollout (2005–2009). This relatively
aggressive scenario assumes that rollout of SRs in each of the pro-
jected years 2024–2028 will proceed according to the same annual
increases in household coverage as LLIN rollout in 2005–2009. By
2028, this would result in approximately 22% household coverage on
average.

Both the slow and fast rollouts were assumed to occur in a spatially
homogeneous manner, with uniform SR coverage levels based on the
mean LLIN coverage levels from 2001–2005 (or 2005–2009).

Applying calculations in a location-specific manner across MAP grid
cells allowed us to capture an important nonlinearity associated with
incidence reduction, wherein incidence is reduced more slowly at high
per capita incidence at baseline in response to a given proportional
reduction in EIR due to interventions than it is at low baseline per capita
incidence. This nonlinearity arises from the saturating relationship be-
tween increasingly high rates of infection and the probability that a
person will become infected, which cannot exceed 1.

After calculating location-specific incidence projections, we summed
them to obtain a global estimate of incidence under a given intervention
scenario. Location-specific projections of clinical cases and cases averted
were obtained by multiplying the location-specific incidence by the local
population size derived from the gridded 2015 WorldPop dataset (www
.worldpop.org.uk). Location-specific estimates of malaria-associated
deaths were calculated by multiplying local incidence by a country-

http://map.ox.ac.uk
http://www.worldpop.org.uk
http://www.worldpop.org.uk
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specific case fatality ratio (CFR). The country-specific CFRs were calcu-
lated from the ratio of malaria-attributable deaths to clinical malaria
cases in 2015 estimated for each country (Wang et al., 2016). Our
spatially explicit calculations could only be performed for Africa due to
the availability of MAP data, so we assumed that Africa-wide totals
represent 88% of global totals. Numerical results presented in the tables
should be interpreted as global totals that have been corrected in this
way.
Table 1
Spatial repellent estimated impact per cases averted for malaria, in emergency
settings and dengue (severe and non-severe) compared to other vector control
interventions (2024–2028).

Malaria Emergency Dengue

Cases averteda 22,012,000 855,000 71,115,000

a Rounded to nearest 10,000.
2.2. Projections of spatial repellent public health impact: Dengue

The goal of this analysis was to make crude projections of the po-
tential public health and economic impact of SRs with a given set of
characteristics deployed at a given coverage level under a realistic sce-
nario about coverage levels of additional interventions. A number of
aspects of dengue epidemiology and control are simpler than is the case
for malaria, due to the fact that it only has one predominant vector (Ae.
aegypti) and that there are no existing standards of care that need to be
incorporated into our analysis. Various forms of vector control do take
place for dengue control and prevention, but their impacts are thought to
be variable and generally modest.

We used a model of the proportional reduction in dengue virus
(DENV) force of infection attributable to spatial repellents deployed in a
community at a given coverage of houses. This model accounts for
multiple effects of a spatial repellent on mosquito behavior and life his-
tory, including repellency (reduced entry into a treated space), expel-
lency (increased exiting from a treated space), excitatory effects on
biting, and multiple sources of mortality. These sources of mortality
include a probability of immediate knockdown upon entry into a treated
space, augmentation of a mosquito’s background rate of mortality due to
residual effects following exposure to the product, and elevated mortality
associated with delays in blood-feeding and additional movement
required to seek a blood meal in an untreated space.

Parameterization of this model was also performed based on a series
of laboratory and experimental hut studies on Aedes aegypti using trans-
fluthrin (ten Bosch et al., 2018a). Statistical analysis of those data yielded
the following results: (i) exposure to transfluthrin increases time until a
mosquito becomes fully blood-fed and increases propensity for partial
biting; (ii) exposure to transfluthrin results in both acute and delayed
mortality; and (iii) exposure to transfluthrin results in reduced entry into
and exit out of treated spaces. The numerical effects measured in these
experiments were introduced into the model, and other parameters
largely canceled out in calculating a relative force of infection (i.e. force
of infection in the presence of the spatial repellent divided by force of
infection in its absence). Sensitivity of the relative force of infection to
values of parameters that did not cancel out in the formula for relative
force of infection was explored, and we used average values from that
analysis in the projections described here.

Using the parameterization described, we based our projections on
relative force of infection as the primary output of interest. Under two
different scenarios (with and without spatial repellent), this yielded two
different quantities: FOISR and FOIbaseline. This enables a projection of
incidence under the scenario including spatial repellents based on inci-
dence under a baseline scenario and the ratio of FOIs under these sce-
narios, which is defined mathematically as

IncidenceSR
Population

¼ 1� exp
�

FOISR
FOIbaseline

ln
�
1� Incidencebaseline

Population

��

The SR scenario should be interpreted as a situation with a spatial
repellent with properties similar to that analyzed by ten Bosch et al.
(2019) at a given coverage among houses in a community.

We obtained estimates of baseline annual incidence of 58.4 million
clinically apparent cases globally in 2013 from Stanaway et al. (2016).
These cases derive from an estimated population at risk of 3.9 billion
people (Brady et al., 2012). After applying these numbers together with
5

projections of relative force of infection in the presence of spatial re-
pellents, we adopted default assumptions of Flasche et al. (2016) about
the proportion of clinically apparent cases that result in hospitalization
and the proportion that result in death. The latter was assumed to be
approximated by a constant 0.0078. The former depends on whether an
individual is experiencing a primary (0.111), secondary (0.209), or
post-secondary infection (0.052). Our assumptions about annual inci-
dence and population at risk imply a value of FOIbaseline ¼ 0.015, which
implies that the distribution of infections across these three categories is
approximately one-third each (ten Bosch et al., 2018b). Thus, we assume
that a proportion 0.124 of clinically apparent cases result in
hospitalization.

Our projections pertain to each of the five years following the project,
i.e. 2024–2028. We assume that FOIbaseline in the absence of intervention
in those years is equal to our estimate of FOIbaseline based on estimates by
Stanaway et al. (2016) for 2010. One factor that our projections depend
on is our assumption about the relationship between coverage and
relative force of infection. We considered a conservative scenario and a
more optimistic scenario after ten Bosch et al. (2019). Another factor that
our projections depend on is our assumption about coverage over time.
Because there are currently no standard interventions for dengue control
and prevention to inform this assumption, we based our projections on
coverage estimates for long-lasting insecticidal nets (LLINs) for malaria
(Bhatt et al., 2015). Specifically, we considered two alternative scenarios
about coverage over time, one more conservative and one more
optimistic:

1. Equivalent to slow phase of LLIN rollout (2000–2004). This relatively
conservative scenario assumes that rollout of SRs in each of the pro-
jected years 2024–2028 will proceed according to the same annual
increases in household coverage as LLIN rollout in 2001–2005. By
2028, this would result in approximately 5% household coverage on
average.

2. Equivalent to fast phase of LLIN rollout (2005–2009). This relatively
aggressive scenario assumes that rollout of SRs in each of the pro-
jected years 2024–2028 will proceed according to the same annual
increases in household coverage as LLIN rollout in 2005–2009. By
2028, this would result in approximately 22% household coverage on
average.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Projected public health impact of SR introduction for malaria

Between 2000 and 2015, Plasmodium falciparum infection prevalence
in malaria-endemic areas of Africa fell by 50% and the incidence of
clinical disease fell by 40%, equivalent to an estimated 663 million cases
averted in the past 15 years (Bhatt et al., 2015). The projected impact of
SRs on number of cases averted across all ages for the AEGIS cRCTs
(malaria and dengue) and OR study (emergency) settings are shown in
Table 1. These values vary due to contextual differences in transmission
dynamics (mosquito behavior, existing vector control interventions,
probability of clinical disease). Estimates of ITN coverage used in pro-
jections of SR impact in emergency settings were high (ranging 71–80%).
SRs will have a larger impact when ITN coverage is lower (as is the case
in most malaria transmission settings) or zero (as is essentially the case
for dengue). A summary of how uncertainties and assumptions in our
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model might alter the public health impact of SRs for both malaria and
dengue (as well as the economic impacts discussed in the following
sections) is presented in Fig. 3.

The goal of this analysis was to make projections of the potential
public health impact of SRs with a given set of characteristics deployed
for malaria prevention in Africa at a given coverage level under a realistic
scenario about coverage levels of additional interventions. Results from
Africa were extrapolated globally. We assumed that ITN and IRS
coverage remain at 2015 levels over the duration of our projections,
which corresponds to a spatial average of 47.5% ITN coverage and 7.5%
IRS coverage in areas at risk for malaria. For SR coverage, we considered
low and high coverage estimates equivalent to the slow and fast phases of
ITN rollout (2001–2005 and 2005–2009). The conservative scenario
corresponds to an increase in coverage from 0.4% in 2024 to 5.2% in
2028, and the more aggressive scenario would reach 22% by 2028. In
addition, we considered low and high estimates for the effectiveness of
SR impacts based on a range of studies.
3.2. Projected economic impact of SR introduction for malaria

A systematic review of cost and cost-effectiveness studies for various
malaria control interventions found that the median cost of protecting
one person for one year was $2.20 ($0.88–9.54) with ITNs and $6.70
($2.22–12.85) with IRS (White et al., 2011). Our estimated cost of
$12.60 to protect one household for one year with SRs falls within the
range of costs for ITNs when compared on a per person basis ($2.52 or
$3.15 assuming four or five individuals per household respectively) and
Fig. 3. Limitations and uncertainties involved in estimating the p
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is lower than the average per person cost of IRS treatment. The per person
annual cost of ITN protection was considered to be highly cost-effective
in many scenarios as the median financial cost of diagnosing a malaria
case in the examined studies was $4.32 ($0.34–9.34) and the median
financial costs of treating uncomplicated and severe malaria cases were
$5.84 ($2.36–23.65) and $30.26 ($15.64–137.87). Recent studies have
shown that ITNs are typically the most cost-effective intervention (rela-
tive to IRS, seasonal malaria chemotherapy (SMC), and the RTS,S malaria
vaccine), but that additional interventions are often required to meet
malaria reduction goals in high transmission settings (Korenromp et al.,
2016). The relative cost-effectiveness of the other interventions became
increasingly competitive as ITN coverage levels reached 50–60%, sug-
gesting that the proper combination of interventions can act
synergistically.

The cost savings associated with the use of SRs was estimated by
calculating the monetary savings from cases averted versus the produc-
tion and operational costs of the SR intervention being evaluated in the
AEGIS trials. Costs averted were estimated by calculating location-
specific savings based on the expected cost of treating both uncompli-
cated and severemalaria cases. Estimated costs of treating uncomplicated
and severe clinical malaria cases were $5.84 and $30.26 (Galactionova
et al., 2017). Costs for treatment included costs of medication, diagnosis
with rapid diagnostic tests (RDT), non-medical and service-related ex-
penditures by health facilities, travel and consumable costs, and hospi-
talization costs for severe cases. Global estimates of costs averted were
obtained by summing location-specific cost savings projections and
applying a correction to obtain global projections based on Africa-wide
ublic health and economic impacts of spatial repellents (SRs).



Table 3
Projections of total cases averted (2024–2028) for dengue (severe and non-
severe) across all ages under a low coverage and high effectiveness scenario.

Coverage Effectiveness Total

Cases averteda Low High 71,115,000
Deaths avertedb Low High 13,800

a Rounded to nearest 10,000.
b Rounded to nearest hundred.
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projections.
Costs associated with a given level of SR coverage were estimated by

multiplying the number of people protected by the expected per person
annual costs. We assumed that product costs for each individual SR
would be $0.30 and that approximately 5 units would be needed to
protect a household each month. Assuming a 6-month long malaria
transmission season, an average of 30 units would be required annually
to protect each household for an annual per person product cost of $1.80
assuming five people per house. Operational costs were assumed to
contribute an additional 40% above the product costs based on a study of
ITN programmes in five African countries that showed insecticide and
nets represented 71% of the total cost of these programmes (Yukich et al.,
2007).

Projections of both the global cost savings and costs savings in
emergency settings under the low-coverage, high-effectiveness scenario
are presented in Table 2. These numbers represent the difference be-
tween scenarios including and excluding SRs, and all impacts can
therefore be attributed to SR rather than LLIN and IRS, the impact of
which is reflected in the baseline scenario. Similarly, effects of drug-
based and all other interventions are included implicitly in the baseline
scenario and are assumed to carry on at 2015 levels. The net savings
presented here represent a lower bound to expected savings because only
treatment costs were included. When other costs such as death and
DALYs are included, the cumulative net savings from 2024 to 2028 in-
creases from $160.8 million to $9.67 billion under the low-coverage,
high-effectiveness scenario.
3.3. Projected public health impact of SR introduction for dengue

Models of vector control impact and cost-effectiveness for dengue
tend to be restricted to representative settings rather than truly global
projections. Due to the fact that dengue tends to occur in epidemics that
vary considerably across years, this is reasonable. We used a model of the
proportional reduction in DENV transmission attributable to SRs
deployed in a community at a given household coverage rate. The full
range of impact projections we made included two scenarios about
product effectiveness (Table 3). In the high-effectiveness scenario, we
included estimates of all lethal and non-lethal effects of SRs on mosqui-
toes. In the low-effectiveness scenario, we included only non-lethal ef-
fects of SRs, which is a conservative assumption that could apply in
contexts with high levels of resistance to the AI. We focus here on the
high-effectiveness scenario, scenario, because during the initial assess-
ment period (2024–2028) the lethal effects of SRs are likely to contribute
significantly to their impact as resistance is not expected to develop
rapidly (Norris & Coats, 2017).

We obtained estimates of baseline annual incidence of 58.4 million
clinically apparent cases and 11,302 deaths globally in 2013. These cases
derive from an estimated population at risk of 3.9 billion people. Because
there are currently no standard interventions for dengue control and
prevention to inform this assumption, we based our projections on
coverage estimates for ITNs for malaria. Specifically, we considered a
scenario equivalent to the slow phase of ITN rollout (2000–2004). This
Table 2
Global projections of net savings based on treatment costs (in millions of USD)
averted for malaria cases (severe and non-severe) when SRs are applied at the
low coverage, high effectiveness scenario. Ranges represent results using low
versus high coverage levels and low versus high estimates for the effect of spatial
repellents on Anopheles spp. mortality and feeding success.

Setting Total SR costs Treatment costs
averted

Cumulative net
savings

Global $198.6
(198.6–1264.9)

$239.6
(30.4–1505.7)

$40.9
(�1060.7 to 240.9)

Emergency $9.5 (9.5–43.2) $9.3 (4.9–59.1) $-0.2 (�28.8 to –0.2)

Abbreviation: SR, spatial repellent.
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relatively conservative scenario assumes that rollout of SRs in each of the
projected years 2024–2028 will proceed according to the same annual
increases in household coverage as ITN rollout in 2001–2005. By 2028,
this would result in approximately 5% household coverage on average.
3.4. Projected economic impact of SR introduction for dengue

The projected value for money using SR in a dengue setting is greater
than for use of SR against malaria because of the underlying probability
of preventing a large number of non-severe cases and the absence of a
good vector control standard like ITNs in the case of malaria. Global
projections of treatment costs (in millions USD) averted for dengue cases
(severe and non-severe) when SRs are applied can be found in Table 4.
The cost savings derived from use of SRs for dengue was estimated by
calculating the monetary savings from dengue cases averted versus the
cost of SRs. Following assumptions used in a recent estimate of the global
economic burden of dengue (Shepard et al., 2016), our treatment cost
projections are based on an assumed cost of $91 for direct treatment of a
symptomatic dengue case, which averages over costs of direct treatment
specific to hospitalized, ambulatory, and self-treated cases.
3.5. Looking ahead: Current limitations in impact assessments, updated
public health impact, cost-effectiveness and market data

We acknowledge many limitations of the approach taken for pro-
jections of public health impact and cost-effectiveness and consider this
analysis a work in progress that will mature over the course of the evi-
dence generation. These estimates display a great deal of sensitivity to
assumptions about effectiveness in particular. That is not surprising,
given a number of simplifications of the VCOM modeling framework
used for malaria and poor information to date on which to base estimates
of effectiveness. Estimates of effectiveness should sharpen considerably
over the course of this project, benefiting from the combination of
rigorous field trials and model-based analyses that will directly connect
empirical data to these impact projections. For context, we note that the
magnitude of cases averted projected under the high coverage, high-
effectiveness scenario is comparable to recent estimates of IRS impact.
Thus, even our most optimistic projections should be considered to fall
within a plausible range of outcomes.

Data availability from large-scale clinical trials will greatly reduce the
uncertainty of the previously generated SR health impact estimates and
help refine public health impact and cost-effectiveness estimates. They
will also inform the potential for spatial repellent product introduction
into different disease transmission contexts and thus clarify the expected
market for the intervention class.
Table 4
Global projections of net savings based on treatment costs (in millions of USD)
averted for dengue cases (severe and non-severe) when SRs are applied at
assumed coverage and effectiveness (2024–2028).

Coverage Effectiveness Total SR
costs

Treatment costs
averteda

Cumulative net
savingsa

Low High $980 $3700 $2700

Abbreviation: SR, spatial repellent.
a Rounded to nearest hundred.
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3.6. Advancing towards an SR global health policy: Closing remarks

The potential value of SR for vector-borne disease control was first
recognized 75 years ago, with key research since then to support this
claim. Epidemiological trials have demonstrated a metofluthrin-based
(Syafruddin et al., 2014), and transfluthrin-based (Syafruddin et al.,
2020) SR product in reducing malaria incidence in Indonesia, added
impact of a transfluthrin-based SR product in reducing malaria incidence
in China when combined with ITNs (Hill et al., 2014), and a
transfluthrin-based SR product in reducing ABV incidence in Peru
(Morrison et al., 2022).

In 2017, the WHO VCAG recommended additional clinical trials to
evaluate SRs against malaria in Africa and against ABVs in Asia (WHO,
2017). There are also limited data in the scientific literature regarding
factors that influence human use of SR products, and large-scale, public
health procurers’ perceptions about when and where SR products are
needed to supplement or serve as an alternative to more commonly used
vector control strategies (i.e. ITNs and IRS for malaria; larvicides for
ABV). Initial projections of public health and economic impact of SR
introduction indicate beneficial cost-effectiveness, but more data are
needed. These knowledge gaps are meant to be addressed by clinical
trials underway in Kenya, Mali, and Sri Lanka as part of the AEGIS pro-
gramme to inform a WHO SR policy recommendation, have national
disease control programmes adopt an SR policy, and incentivize SR
product research and development.

4. Conclusion

Recent outputs from WHO-endorsed clinical trials in Indonesia and
Peru have moved the needle for reaching the required evidence-base for
demonstrating spatial repellent efficacy but remain insufficient for VCAG
public health value assessment; namely, two epidemiological trials per
disease evaluation with conclusive, positive epidemiological outcomes
from different ecological settings. The WHO VCAG requirements on
epidemiological impact remain partially satisfied.
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